
Topic/literacy -  Research defensive 

features of medieval castles and create 

an information leaflet about them  

Try to find out more about these defensive features: 

 a deep moat surrounding them which had to be 

crossed using a drawbridge and couldn't be tunnelled 

under; 

 a high curtain wall around the edge which was hard to 

climb; 

 round towers with battlements on top for guards to 

keep watch from; 

 arrow slits cut into the walls to fire arrows out from; 

 a metal portcullis gate at the door which was hard to 

smash open; 

 a room above the gate which had ‘murder holes’ in 

the floor through which: hot sand, boiling water or 

stones could be dropped. 

 

Remember to include: 

 Facts and figures 

 Diagrams with labels 

 Headings and subheadings 

 Rhetorical questions to get the reader’s attention 

 Bullet points 

 

 



 

 

 

You could fold an A4 piece of paper in 3 then rule some lines 

like this: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is some information to read and get you started: 

The Key Features and Parts of a Castle 
Posted on March 18, 2013 by James • 19 Comments 

Although castles varied quite a lot and there were different types of castles, they 

did share many of the same features. 

These are some of the key parts of a castle. 

The Keep 

The keep was a strong tower located at the centre of a castle. The first keeps were 

made of wood and were part of motte and bailey castles. These were soon 

replaced with stone keeps. The first stone keeps were rectangular, but later keeps 

were often circular (shell keeps) or based around irregular shapes. 

http://primaryfacts.com/author/james/
http://primaryfacts.com/1050/the-key-features-and-parts-of-a-castle/#comments
http://primaryfacts.com/1049/different-types-of-castles-facts-and-information/
http://primaryfacts.com/976/motte-and-bailey-castle-facts/


The Keep at Trim Castle, Ireland. (Credit) 

Curtain Wall 

The curtain wall was a defensive wall built to protect the bailey (see below) of a 

castle. They were made of stone (although early motte and bailey castles did use 

wooden palisade walls). 

The Bailey 

The bailey was the courtyard area around the keep, protected by the curtain wall. 

Moat 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trim_Castle_6.jpg?uselang=en-gb
http://primaryfacts.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/The-Keep-Trim-Castle.jpg


 

A moat is a water-filled ditch surounding a castle. It was often the first obstacle 

soldiers would have to overcome when attacking a castle. 

Battlements 

http://primaryfacts.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Beaumaris-Castle-Moat.jpg


 

Battlements were the series of raised sections with gaps between them running 

along the top of a castle wall. Defenders could fire arrows from the gaps (the 

crenels) and hide behind the raised parts (the merlons). 

Drawbridge 

A simple drawbridge (Credit) 

A drawbridge was a type of bridge linking the castle gatehouse to the opposite 

bank of the moat or ditch. It could be raised or lowered by ropes or chains. When 

the castle was under attack, the drawbridge would be raised. 

Portcullis 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cd/Drawbridge.gif
http://primaryfacts.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Battlement.jpg
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A portcullis being 

lowered (Credit) 

A portcullis was a heavy spiked barrier (made from metal or wood). When 

attackers were trying to get inside the castle, the portcullis would be lowered in 

front of or behind of the castle doors to help protect them. 

Arrowslits 

An arrowslit or arrow loop (Credit) 

Also known as arrow loops or loop holes, arrowslits were small gaps in the castle 

walls from which archers defending the castle could shoot arrows at the enemy. 

Arrowslits were built in a range of different shapes and sizes. The cross-shaped 

arrow slits are probably the most well-known design. 

Find out more about castles by visiting our Castle Resources page. 
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